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NSU-remembers
Rojeana Auriel Hall
1!-t .~«?~1:>!~. ~!j!~ .. .. ..... ... .
Rojeana Auriel Hall,
a
sophomore business administration
major known on campus as Auriel,
died Oct. 14 at 6:10 a.m. at the
Jacksonville Mayo Clinic from
complications of cystic fibrosis - a
common incurable hereditary lung
disease that develops mucus in the
lungs, pancreas, and other organs.
Her sorority, Delta Phi Epsilon,
will hold a campus memorial
service at the Arena at the Don Taft
University Center on Sunday, Oct.
28 from 4 to 5 p.m.
Hall was an active student
on campus, serving as Student
Ambassador; a member of the
Caribbean Student Association;
a sister of Delta Phi Epsilon
sorority, which supports the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation as one of
their philanthropic causes; and
a photographer for the Office of

Student Media and Information. On
her sorority interest form, she wrote
that her dream job was to "become
the best photographer ... EVER."
Gesley-ann Alexis,
junior
legal studies major and Hall's
sorority sister, said, "Her strength
and bubbly personality continues
to have an impact on me. She is
and will forever remain my sister.
I love her, and I am excited for the
day I can see her beautiful curls
and smile again. On behalf of Delta
Phi Epsilon, our hearts support and
prayers go out to Auriel's family in
a way that words cannot describe."
Shannon Booker, assistant
director of Student Activities, said
"I recently started here at NSU
in August and I had the honor of
meeting Auriel during Weeks of
Welcome. Although she was going
through [this] battle, every time
I saw her, she was smiling and in
good spirits."

Delta Phi Epsilon held their
annual event "Mr. Fintastic", a
male beauty pageant, on Sept. 14,
in which all proceeds went to the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. Hall
was hospitalized at the time, but
submitted a video to kick off the
event.
In the video, Hall expressed
her goal of raising $4,000 for the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, which
would help her and her two siblings
living with the same condition.
She said, "About 30,000
people are affected with CF in
the U.S ., but the foundation helps
insure that there's new science and
technology to help CF'ers. The
[Cystic Fibrosis] foundation allows
CF'ers to live another day. Without
CF, I wouldn't be who I am today."
Hall's friend of eight years,
Alyssa
Rivera,
sophomore
communication studies major, said,
"She was an example of what a

NSU Remembers Rojeana Aurie! Hall.

BYR. HALL

SEE AURIEL2

Make a Differe nee
Week atNSU

N SU hosts Graduate
School Fair

B_y: Malischa Oge
NSU's Make a Difference
Week, from Oct. 22 to 27, is a
weeklong opportunity for students
to help the community through a
variety of volunteer projects. The
Office of Student Leadership and
Civic Engagement, which sponsors
and plans the event, promises that
this year's Make a Difference Week
will be bigger than last year's, with
new ways for interested students to
demonstrate and show just how much
NSU cares.
Assistant Director of the Office
of Student Leadership and Civic
Engagement Aaron Hackman said
that he hopes the week will aid in
"increasing student involvement both
off and on campus. It is to market
service opportunities for students and
student organizations."
The week will include five
SEE MAKE A DIFFERENCE 2

The Graduate School Fair will be held in the Don Taft University Spine as shown here at the Career Fair.

Bl: .J?.~~-~~~- ~~j~~ ... .... ..... .

BY A. ESCOBAR

Making a difference at NSU can be as easy as lending a hand.

NSU's Office of Career
Development will host a Graduate
School Fair on Oct. 23 from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in the Don Taft University
Center Spine, inviting students and
alumni to learn about graduate and
professional programs from all
around the nation.
Representatives
from
64
graduate schools and professional
programs will have tables, where

they'll
hand
out
pamphlets,
answer questions, and provide
more information on their schools'
opportunities. The programs will
cover a wide array of academic
and professional fields, including
medicine, law, education, art,
psychology, and pharmacy.
The
Office
of
Career
Development's advisors hope that
SEE GRADUATE FAIR 2
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truly good person should be like;
non judgmental, compassionate
and always giving. I will miss her,
her contagious laugh, and most of
all, her incomparable friendship.
Auriel will be greatly missed by
all, but never forgotten. She has
left her footprint on the hearts of so
many. We all need to help continue
her legacy, spread her . story, and
contribute to help finding a cure for
Cystic Fibrosis."
The Huizenga School of
Business's Dean Preston Jones,
Hall's mentor, said, "I believe
Rojeana's will was to make every
minute she was with us memorable.
Often she expressed to me her love
for her family, friends and NSU.
We'll miss you, Rojeana."
In November 2011, as a
freshman, Hall wrote a highly
personal article for The Current,
entitled "Diary of .. . a Student
Living with Cystic Fibrosis." She
explained that she was diagnosed
at seven month,s old and that the
condition made breathing a struggle.
But she developed a daily
routin.e to stay healthy. This included
taking six aerosol treatments every
night and day; taking multiple
vitamins, antibiotics, and nose
sprays to prevent infections; taking
five enzyme-replacement pills with
every meal; wearing a vest to help
cleanse her lungs; and snacking
throughout the day to maintain a
healthy weight.
She said, "Yes, this is all timeconsuming and annoying, but it
keeps me healthy. My illness does
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The Current Staff Meeting» 12 p.m., ASA Room 104
Open to students interested in writing for the newspaper.
Contact: Mnena Iyorpuu, mi182@nova.edu, 954-262-8455

Thursday, October 25
Nomadics Math Club Meeting» 12 p.m., Mailman
Room 310
Contact Andre Escobar, ae311@nova.edu, 954-200-1363

Friday, October 26
SUTV Staff Meeting)} 12 p.m., ASA Room 104
Open to students interested in learning about and becoming
involved with television
Contact: Gregory Hinds, gh337@nova.edu, 954-262-2602
Submit your student club or organization's events for the Onshore calendar by
emailing: mi182@nova.edu.
Only events for students, by students accepted.
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Hall was placed on a lung
transplant list, which she once said
cost between $300 thousand and
$900 thousand, but she died within
hours.
Andrea Kovachy, Director of
the Office of Student Activities,
said, "We are truly saddened by the
loss of Auriel. She was an incredible
young woman and inspiration to
all that interacted with her. Our
thoughts are with her family, friends
and sisters at this time."
Hall's viewing was on Oct. 19
at Joseph A. Scarano Funeral Home
in Hollywood, Fla., and a mass was
held in her honor on Oct. 20 in St.
Maximilian Kolbe Catholic Church
in Pembroke Pines.
Lindsay
Wright,
senior
business administration major, said,
"Her legacy lives on in the hearts
of every person who knew her
personally or heard about her."
Hall's best friend since the
sixth grade, Gabriela Gomez,
freshman marine biology major,
said, "[When] she went up to
Jacksonville, she was still smiling
and laughing with myself, her
mom and sister, and my mom and
niece. Auriel was an inspiration to
many and was the most loving and
caring person I have ever met. She
was always doing things to make
other people smile and laugh in
hard times. She was my best friend,
my neighbor, my sister. I love her
so much and I know she is looking
down on us all."

1

diaiIi ev~htS:'iiabitaHor' HUffiairity's
House Build and Re-store, projects
to revitalize low income fanJ.i.lies'
homes; Making Strides Breast
Cancer Walk in Boca Raton; a
volunteer opportunity to help clean
the Don Taft university Center, which
will allow the volunteers to interact
with other students; and an event with
Junior Achievement, an organization
that mentors and teaches middle
school students by giving them real
lifeexample~ of ho~,
.... ". to succeed
. in
"

not define me. I may have trouble
walking or climbing a staircase, but
I am just as good as another peer. I
had exceeded some expectations of
cystic fibrosis. I made it to college.
I live on my own. I am not in the
hospital 24/7. I'd say I'm doing
pretty dam good."
In June, Hall's symptoms
worsened and doctors prescribed
a portable oxygen tank for her to
wear 2417. In September, she caught
a cold, which affects cystic fibrosis
patients harder, and was admitted to
the hospital.
Hall was usually hospitalized
once or twice a year for routine
checkups, tests and treatments. Her
September stay was expected to last
only two weeks, but she stayed for
four.
Doctors said her heart was
weak and she developed cysts in
her nasal cavity from the prescribed
oxygen, which caused nosebleeds.
She was released, but readmitted
on Oct. 12, after complaining of
chest pains and a fever. She was
transported by ambulance from a
local hospital to the Mayo Clinic in
J<lcksonville, on Oct. 13.
Ashley Hall, Auriel's oldest
sister, said that she traveled from
Tallahassee to be with her "baby
sister." Though Auriel was in a
medically induced .coma, Ashley
learned that such patients could still
hear.
She said, "1 read every person's
name from Facebook who sent
prayers to her, so she knew how
much support she had."

1

the fair will help students distinguish
between each school, so that they
can determine which ones best meet
their personal goals.
Rob Keever, career advisor, said
that depending on an individual's
professional goals, graduate school
may provide a more "specialized and
more hands-on learning experience."
He said, "You may one day
reach a point in your career when
graduate school needs to come into
play, so being exposed now will help

major, has never been a part of
volunteering with NSU before, but
she is looking forward to being a part
of the Make a Difference Week.
Rachel Salveson, sophomore
chemistry major is particularly
excited for the Junior Achievement
program. She said that it's is a great
way for "students to get involved with
mentoring kids." "
Daily activities will last from 9
a.m. to 6:30 p.m., with the exception
'oLHabitat ' for Humanities House
Build; which will begin at 7 a.m.
Students can select volunteer times

that do not coriflict with their class
schedules.
Hackman said that volunteer
spots for each event are filling up fast,
so he encourages students to sign up
as early as possible throughout the
week.
To learn more about the
available opportunities and sign
up for a volunteer spot, contact the
Office of ·Student Leadership and
Civic Engagement at 954-262 - 7195
or slce@nova.edu.

in the long run."
Nathalie Zaher, sophomore
biology major, agrees that it's never
too early for students to start thinking
about graduate school. She said, "It's
extremely important for undergrads
to be exposed to graduates schools
early on so that we learn what we
need to do to get in. You want to be
as prepared as possible so that your
transition into grad school is easier."
April Klimkiewicz, assistant
director of career advisement
and
pre-professional
services,
believes that all the participating

representatives will be extremely
welcoming towards NSU students
and alumni.
She said, "All of the school's representatives are really excited to
meet NSU's students. We had to close
registration because we filled capacity,
but many still called trying to get in.
They're all really excited to be here."
Participants of the
fair
are advised to bring their NSU
SharkCards to scan at each table.
For more information,. call 954-262
- 7201, email career@nova.edu, or
visit www.nova.edu/career.
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Senatorial debate held
on campus
lly; .~~~'?~~ ~~j~~ . ... ..... ... .

auditorium. A classroom in DeSantis
Democratic incumbent Senator
was designated for media reporters,
Bill Nelson and Republican candiincluding a majority of Florida's Iodate Representative Connie Mack
cal television stations.
faced off in Florida's senatorial deKevin Corke, former news
bate on Oct. 17 in the Rose and Alanchor and sports broadcaster for
fred Miniaci Performing Arts Center.
,ESPN and CBS, sat in the Knight
NSU students and faculty,
Auditorium and held a question and
NSU's Board of Trustees, high
answer session with students after
school students, politiplails alld the~r ,.; the debate . . '.
families, other Floridian ..univ~r- .
In the theater, the live debate
sity professors, and "media outlets
was moderated by news anchor Mithroughout thestate .attended.
chael Williams. He gave a run-down
Watch' parties were held in the
of rules for the audience, including
that the audience must remain silent
Flight Deck at the Don Taft University Center and the Knight Auditothroughout the debate. Three panelrium in the Carl DeSantis Building.
ists asked the candidates questions:
About 100 NSU students, faculty,
Lissette Campos, ABC News's diand high school students watched
rector of community affairs; Toluse
the live, streaming debate from the
Olorunnipa, political reporter for the

Miami Herald; and Anthony Man,
political writer for the Sun-Sentinel.
NSU's President George Hanbury welcomed the audience and
said that the university was honored
that Florida's only Senatorial Debate
for this year's election would be
broadcast from the main campus.
He reminded everyone that,
"being a voter is a precious right we
have in America."
Nelson echoed the sentiment,
adding "We hope to have moved the
younger generation to go out and
vote."
The debate was divided into
three parts: economic and domestic policy and national security,
including the economy and Medicare; questions about each candi-

date's record, focusing on negative
advertise-,ments; and foreign and
international policy. Each panelist
asked several questions, and the candidates were given one minute and
fifteen seconds to respond.
Sasha Pimental, sophomore
musical theater major, who sang the
National Anthem for the program,
said, ''Watching the debate in person
makes voting more personal and students more aware of current issues."
Williams, impressed by the
evening, said, "This was a great
place to have the debate. I think it'll
definitely bring forth students to go
out and vote. Today's debate probably made it harder though."

Awarded journalist, Iranian tortured
prison survivor, speaks at NSU
B.J:: .'?~~~~~ ~~J~~ ............ .
Award-winning journalist and
filmmaker Maziar Bahari shared
his experiences with more than 250
NSU students,. fac~lty,famjly, . an(;!...:
community members at the Rose and
Alfred Miniaci Performing ArtsCenter on Oct. 18 as a part of the Distin·
guished Speaker Series. Marlissa Santos, director of the
Division of Humanities at the Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences
said, "In relation to our theme, 'Life
and Death', Mr. Bahari's experiences
underscore the tremendous risk and
power of journalism. He shows how
news media can affect personal life
and conveys the message of tragedy
~nd hope."
Prior to the main event, a seminar was held in which 12 selected
students, from NSU's Honor Program and First Year Reading Program, had a question and answer session with Bahari.
During his main speech, Bahari
told stories from his days as a university student, his years as a journalist
and l1iscareeras a filmmaker, along
with sharing his experiences in solitary .' confin~rii-ent and torture in an
Iranian prison. .
As a Newsweek correspondent reporting on the 2009 Iranian
Presidential Elections and outbreak
of protests, Bahari was arrested on
accusation of being a spy for Iran's
Mossad, Britain's MI6 Intelligence,
and the United States CIA.
Freshman Miranda Secumes,
~ommunication studies major, said,
"He made me more determined to
learn about other countries and reiterated the importance of journalism.
His story reminded me of journalist
Laura Ling and her story of capture
in North Korea's prison camp."
Bahari said, "I was always careful and censored my writing, but I
betrayed myself when I ended up in
prison. It was a difficult balancing act,
being Iranian and writing about the

truth. I had to protect my integrity."
Bahari was sentenced to 13 arid
half years in prison and 74 lashes on
six charges. The charges consis~ed
.,Clf ,(\v:ey.e¥~ for unlawful assembly
and conspiracy against state security;
four years for collecting and keeping classified documents; two years
for insulting Supreme Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei; one year for propaganda
against the system; one year and 74
lashes for disrupting public order;
and six months for insulting the president.
He also was forced to give a
televised false confession. He later
sued that television network, and
they were shut down last year.
After 118 days of imprisonment, when international awareness
pressured Iran and U.S. Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton expressed
interest in Bahari's case, he was released on $300 thousand bail.
Bahari said that the Iranian govemment has intensified and until this
day, they remain in the world's top
three countries to imprison joumalists.
Since Bahari's release, he has
~een the only highly profiled, released prisoner to have his story
. reported on a Newsweek, CNN and
CBS's "60 Minutes"; arpong other
media outlets. He says that he has
a burden on his shoulder to be the
voice of imprisoned journalists in
Iran and around the world.
While working in Iran, Bahari
used to screen his documentaries
to Iranian university stud~nts, who
are "so much different from government. All they want is a stable,
peaceful, and secure future and do
not want any revolutions. But at the
same time, cannot afford to risk their
lives to speak out."
Stephen Andon, assistant professor in the Division of Humanities, said, "It is important to consider
what unites us, rather than what separates us. Young people, much like
NSU students, are dealing with the

News
Briefs
Horatio Alger Huizenga Business School Scholarship deadline approaching
The Horatio Alger Association's
$10,000 Horatio Alger Huizenga
Business School Scholarship
deadline . has been extended to
Nov. 1. The scholarship, open to
students of the H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and
Entrepreneurship, provides financial assistance to students in
their last two years of school,
who have exhibited integrity
and perseverance in overcoming
personal adversity. Applicants
must be residents of Florida. For
scholarship details, visit: www.
huizenga.nova.edu/CurrentStudents/Scholarships.dm
Life 101 ... Personally Speaking
Olympian Sanya Richards-Ross
will speak with the NSU community on Oct. 23, from 6 p.m.
to 7 p.m., as part of the Division
of Student Affairs' "Life 101 ...
Personally Speaking" series. 'She
is one of the most decorated female track and field athletes of all
time, with a total of five Olympic
medals. Doors to the Rose and
Alfred Miniaci Performing Art
Center will open at 5:30 p.m. and
seats are first-come, first-serve.
Show your SharkCard to Office
of Student Activities in the Don
Taft University Center for two
free tickets. For more information, call (954) 262-7494 or email specialprojects@nova.edu.
Internship opportunity
A representative from The Washington Center, which offers internships and academic seminars
for undergraduates and graduates
in Washington D.C. and London,
will visit NSU at 11 a.m. on Oct.
26 in The Carl DeSantis Building, room 2082. The Center offers a variety ofprofessi@nal
programsi including ones in law,
medicine, and business. For more
information, visit TWC.edu.

Bahari elaborates Iranian captivity.

ramifications of a global recession
and an uncertainty that awaits the
rest of their lives."
Bahari said that about 65 percent of students are women and this
scares the regime, which is why they
have tried to cut students' resources,
such as Google an(l YouTube, just
last week.He said that Iranians need
knowledge of the world; through
the younger citizens, he envisions a
brighter future.
"As American university students, you should be thankful to'have
the rights to vote and speak freely.
You are privileged to live in a democratic society," he said.
In college, Bahari majored in
communications studies. He said that
all communication students must
be open to new realities, be multiskilled and be versatile because in
this digital age, everyone is a source
of information.
Andon said, "Mr. Bahari's
ex-,periences brought together a
number of different avenues for

Missing Univer.~ity of Florida
student found ',
On Oct. 12, hunters discovered
. the' remains of ' University of
Florida student Christian Aguilar,
who had been missing since Sept.
BvD. MEJIA
20. His friend Pedro BraV0 Has
been charged with first-degree
murder. The hunters found the
body wearing blue Vans sh0es,
consideration - mixing law, journal- .
blue jeans, and duct tape, in a
ism, and communication studies. As
wooden area about six miles off
a member of the news media and a
of State Road 24 in Levy ounfilmmaker, his work reveals the imty, Fla - about an hour away
portant job that media has as 'the
from UF's Gainesville campus.
Fourth Estate' to bring a critical perGainesvill,e police confirmed that
spective and make the public aware
the body was Aguilar's on Oct.
.of what is happening throughout our
15 through dental records.
world. [It] highlights injustice in the
On campus debate
world."
On Oct. 25 at 7 p.m., the James
Bahari closed . the program
Madison Institute will host a dewith these words: "Never be satisbate on the role of government
fied or certain with what you know.
in economic growth and job creUncertainty is a virtue."
ation led by Michael Grunwald,
Andon said, "I hope that Mr.
senior national correspondent
Bahari's speech will remind us of the
for TIME Magazine, and Matt
challenges that young people face in
Kibbe, president and CEO of
FreedomWorks, in the Rose and
Iran but also grants us hope that this
Alfred
Miniaci Performing Arts
demographic will sQon see a free and
Center.
After the debate, both
democratic Iran."
speakers will hold a book signAfter the Distinguished Speaker
ing of their recent releases: GrunEvent, Bahari held a book signing
wald's "The New New Deal: The
for his memoir, "Then They Came
Hidden Story of Change in the
for Me: A Family's Story of Love,
Obama Era" and Kibbe's New
Captivity, and Survival," a New York
York Times bestseller, "Give Us
Times bestseller.
Liberty: A Tea Party Manifesto."

.
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Do it yo~
Ui;~,~J,f H;;alloween

C're··8ti8:t1S

By: IsabeJ Murillo

.... ~ i~~cld ~:i1~~~~~ b~-~iliout some,treepy costumes that put the "treat" in nick-or-treat, and decorati~~

is no doubt that this Halloween will be more fun and frightening than ever before.

~ily Mµnster,
from the ·1960s
.,,. ,-,--' s·how "The Munsters"

·Dracula
Materials

.

Materials
White washable hairspray, white
foundation, black and dark purple
.eye shadow, black eyeliner, black
ey;Br9w pencil, black nail polish; a
}oose white .or' bJack dress, a. bla,ck
.cross necklace

.

that)e~~e your hoose looking like a haunted mansion? Wiih these original creations, th
..... -,
,.
',

White face paint, black eye shadow, black eyeliner, a, rnd m: black sheet or
curtain; a white, long-sleeve button-down shir(; bl<1,.ck ,pah:ts, .black b'oots,
plastic fangs, black nail polish, blac~ lipstick
· ·

Instructions
J. . Paint your entire fa9e With whfre face paint, .&nd let it dry f@r
~

few:mhmtes.

.

'

-

.,

Instructions
'ti

.

1. .· 1/:1>\~~ hairs_e ray tlh j;ust. <?,ne,, or
twJ',)_ftont !axers of your hair, st;rilting

ar·fbur s~aip:

,;'!.~

~~

3. 'Fasten the sqeet or S,urtain aroundyoru: shalildeFS, like,a
vampire;eage.

... ,,

;<

4.

t·

.Ne~t, apply the white
fqundation. over every spot of
r our face. . Use dark purple
iIDd~black _eye sbadow all over
your eyelids until they lookvery
pr1;1riounc;d. Also, use black eyeliner
and paint your eyebrows black.
Paint your fingernails bla<::k,
slng µie nai1 potish.
Finally, put on a loose white
accessorized with a
black cross necklace.

pr black .dress,

f,, · Lookat a- pie~ bf ~1¥ t-0 help

· :'k " ~"*se yeur fil'!:gertips to gently ?tr~tch;oui tlig c;;otten balls··iJ.rn;i;a thiJt.w eb
liR.e consistency, Spray
witb 'hairspray anq let dry..
"'"-......

guide you in applying the· makel!.p.,
pid<lrrg out' your ~l0thifig and
cqposing aceessories-.

-

~

-

2. Hang each web on y our roof, walls, funitUFe ot anywhere else.arourrd tne
house with dear ,tape. ·
·
, 3. · For' an e,xtra, sp1loky eJfect, place toy spiders on the webs.

Recipe of the week:

COURTESY OF MURPHYSBARANDGRILLUT.COM

Cheese Quesadillas

1!1:·.~-~r.~~~~~~ ... ........ .
For this week's recipes, we
are traveling across the border and
taking a bite out of quesadillas. They
are pretty simple to make and bring
a little Latin flavor to indulge your
appetite. Quesadillas are a great idea
for lunch or, pared with a side dish,
makes for an excellent dinner.

CHEESE QUESADILLA
Start to finish: 10 minutes
Servings: 4

Four 10-inch flour tortillas
1 cup grated cheese, cheddar or
Mexican blend
4 tablespoons butter
~ cup salsa
~ cup sour cream
Lay the tortillas flat on a cookie
sheet. Sprinkle some cheese on half
of each tortilla, a bit away from the
tortilla's edge. Fold the tortillas in
half over the cheese to form a halfmoon shape.
Warm a skillet over low heat
and add 1 tablespoon of the butter.

Chicken Quesadillas

After the butter has melted, add the
tortillas to the skillet. Cook until
they are lightly brown on both sides,
about 2 minutes per side.
Place the quesadillas on a plate,
top with sour cream and salsa, and
enjoy.

CIDCKEN QUESADILLA
Start to finish: 15 minutes
Servings: 4
Salt and pepper, to taste
2 - 4 skinless, boneless chicken breasts

COURTESY OF YUMVENTURES.COM

~ cup salsa
Four 10-inch flour tortillas
1 cup grated cheese, cheddar or
Mexican blend
4 tablespoons butter
· ~ cup of sour cream
Season chicken with your
preferred amount of salt and pepper.
With a skillet over medium heat, heat
chicken 5-7 minutes on each side.
Cut into thinly sliced pieces.
Lay the tortillas flat on a cookie
sheet. Top with chicken and about
3 teaspoons salsa. Sprinkle some

cheese on half of each tortilla, a bit
away fi;om the edge. Fold the tortillas
in half over the cheese to form a halfmoon shape.
.
4,
Warm skillet over low heat and
add 1 tablespoon of butter to each
tortilla. After the butter has melted,
add the tortillas to the skillet. Cook
until they are lightly brown on both
sides, about 2 minutes per side.
Place the quesadillas on a plate,
top with sour cream and salsa, and
enjoy.
The best thing about quesadillas
is that they can be made in minutes.
They are delicious, and a meal
option for vegetarians or meat eaters.
You can always switch the recipe up,
by adding some sliced veggies or
exchanging the chicken for any other
type of meat. So how about adding a
little spice to your life and enjoying
a quesadilla. (Recipe , adapted from
allrecipes.com)
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a dancer

COURTESY OF R. ORSINI

Rayna Orsini lighting up the stage with her dancing.

B,Y Rayna Orsini
Walking into Nova Southeastern
University, I was the typical college
freshman: overly excited to begin the
rest of my life in the "real world".
Yet, I was slightly terrified that only
four years separated me from lifechanging decisions that would set me
up for the rest of my life. I also knew

that biology was not the major for me.
I had painstakingly tried to sit through
a full semester of biology classes, but
I was so disinterested in anything
involving science that I usually
drifted off into my choreography, the
music blasting inside my head.
I was going to lunch in the
University Center, when I happened
to notice a poster for dance auditions.

Needless to say, that was the moment
that forever changed my life. Being
a part of the dance program at NSU
has taught me so many things about
myself. There is a sense of family
within the dance community here
that I have never found anywhere
else. I have strengthened my abilities
as a dancer, as a performer and as a
person. New styles and techniques

have pushed me beyond my limits.
Upon graduating, I plan on
opening up a dance studio for
children with special needs. My
professors have helped me find the
perfect path to reach this goal. I am
currently a pan of Karen Peterson
and Dancers, a mixed-ability dance
company, which offers dance classes
for individuals with different special

needs. I also teach different genres of
dance to children of all ages at three
local studios. With classes, work and
rehearsals, my entire life revolves
around dance, and I wouldn't have
it any other way. I wake up every
morning knowing that I am' 'v~ry ..
fortunate. I know that I will get to do .
what I love every single day for the
rest of my life.

Halloween is COIning to ·town
By: Sally Regueiro
It's that time of year again,
where ghosts and goblins hide behind
every comer, ready to strike fear in
unsuspecting victims and where fun
means dressing up in crazy costumes
and stuffing our faces with candy.
This can only mean one thing:
Hall0'1~en season is in full swing.
What better way to spend it than
at one of I;lorida's , spookt~cular
Halloween events? Here are some of
the best places to spend thos!" scary
Halloween nights.

Halloween Horror Nights
When: Sept. 21 - Oct. 31
Where: Universal Studios,
Orlando, Fla.
If you 're looking for a good
scare and are willing to drive to
Orlando, then the 22nd annual
Halloween Horror Nights at
Universal Studios may just what
you're looking for. Halloween
Horror Nights is synonymous with
fear, and this year's haunted house
themes reflect that. First, there is a
haunted house based on the AMC
show "The Walking Dead", where a
horde of relentless zombies will stop
at nothing to torment their victims.
There's also a haunted house that

comes from the demented mind of
rocker Alice Cooper and a house
featuring a magic trick by magician
duo Penn & Teller that has gone
terribly wrong. If that's not creepy
enough, the video game Silent Hill
comes to life.as an eerie and desolate
Haunted House filled with the
terrifying characters from the game.
General
admission
for
Halloween Horror Nights is $88.99.
For Florida residents, tickets run
from $41.99 to $66.99, depending on
the date. There are even some hotel
packages for those who want to stay
multiple nights, starting at $319 per
adult, which include three-night hotel
accommodations, two-day tickets to
both Universal parks, and one-night
admission to Halloween Horror
Nights. For more inf0rmation, visit
. www.halloweenhorrbrnights.com.

Mickey's Not-So-Scary
Halloween Party
When: Sept. 11 - Nov. 2
Where: Disney World's Magic
Kingdom, Orlando, Fla.
During this event, guests are
encouraged to dress up in their
favorite Halloween costumes while
trick-or-treating
around
Magic
Kingdom.
The
Not-So-Scary
Halloween Party is filled with great

entertainment, including the "Boo-toYou" Halloween parade with Disney
Characters and stars of the Haunted
Mansion ride. Happy Hallowishes
- a magnificent firework show features many Disney Characters and
Disney villains dressed in Halloween
costumes. This event is exactly
like the title: "Not-So-Scary", and
appropriate for all ages. Mickey
Mouse's Not-So-Scary Halloween
party starts at 7 p.m. The purchase of
an additional event ticket, is required
to attend. For more information visit
www.disneyworld.com.

House of Horror Amusement Park
When: Sept. 27 - Oct. 31
Where: Miami International Mall,
Doral, Fla.
This spooky setting includes
a two-acre haunted house, filled
with surprises around every comer.
Admission to the park also includes
amusement rides, carnival food and
games. House of Horror Amusement
Park at Miami international Mall is
open Mondays through Thursdays ·
from 6 p.m. to midnight, and Fridays
through Saturdays from 5 p.m. to
midnight. Entrance to the park and
haunted house is $23; children six and
under pay $15 for the park entrance
and are not admitted to the haunted

house. For more information, visit
www.houseofhorrorpark.com.
HaD of Terror Haunted House
When: Sept. 30 - Oct. 31
Where: The Super Wheels '
Skating Center, Miami, Fla.
Every year, The Super Wheels
Skating Center transfofms into a
spooktacular haunted house. Its 27
nightmare-inducing "scenes" include
a journey through "the vortex", a
crawl through the recreation of a
plane crash, and a "Jurassic" visit.
Admission
is
$13
and
an additional $5 to skate. For
more information, visit www.
thehallsofterror.com.

Vizcaya Halloween Sundowner
When: Oct. 27, 7 p.m. - 1 a.m
Where: Vizcaya Museum and
Gardens, Miami~ Fla.
This
popular
Halloween
costume party, for adults 21 and
over, is held at the beautiful Vizcaya
Museum and Gardens.
Tickets are $75 for members
and $125
for
non-members,
including cocktails, snacks, music,
dancing and a costume contest.
The money collected goes to raise
funds for Vizcaya's preservation and
restoration. For more information,
visit www.halloweenatvizcaya.com.

Spooky Zoo Night
When: Oct. 26 - 27, 7 p.m. - 11
p.m.
Where: Zoo Miami, Miami, Fla.
This spooky family event
includes entry into "Dr. Wilde's
Creepy H~unted House", tram rides,
carousel rides and storytelling around
a fire pit. This is a chilling event, sure
to surprise the entire family.
Admission is $10.95. For
more information, visit . www.
miamimetrozoo.com.
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Athlete of the week:
Ian Facey
By: Andre Jensen
Not everyone can say that
they've won the Guy Harvey
Invitational Golf Tournament. But,
Ian Facey can.
On Oct. 9, Facey, business
finance major, won his first-ever
individual collegiate title, helping
NSU win first place. A sophomore
on the defending national champion
team, Facey shot three consecutive
rounds under-par to finish at nineunder for the tournament. In the
field of 74 golfers, his three-round
score of 207 was the best by three
strokes.
Last fall, Facey tied for ninth
at the NSU Shark Invitational,
a tournament that the Sharks
placed second in as a team. He
also finished 60th and 32nd at the
Otter Invitational and the Marjorie
Whitney Tournament respectively,
helping the team to place first
overall.

was also on our school's golf team
and got scouted by several colleges
in the area.
What's your favorite course to
play one?
The Cinnamon Hill Golf
Course at Rose Hall in Jamaica. It's
right on the ocean and it's always so
beautiful when I play.

What is your favorite gold dub?
The putter. I play better when I
use it.
COURTESY OF NSU ATHLETICS

ian Facey wins Guy Harvey invitational.

In spring 2012, he helped
his team receive the GCAA AlIAcademic Team recognition award.
Facey also placed 58th at the
UNO Mardi Gras Invitational and
tied for 65th place at the Bobcat
Intercollegiate Tournament.
He learned to play golf at
the age of five by watching his
father play on the putting green in

their backyard. As a senior in high
school, he was a First Team AllAmerican and First Team All-Dade
County member.
Even though Facey was born
and raised in South Florida, he is
proud of his Jamaican background.
He said that Jamaica holds a special
place in his heart, and it is where
he spends most of his summer

NSU Hall of Faille celebrates
athletes' accomplishments

vacationing.
I sat down and talked to Ian.
How did you get into golf?
My dad is a big golf guy, so
when I was little.! would watch him
practice his swing in the backyard.

When did you realize you wanted
to play golf in college?
When I was in high school, I

Have you ever made a hole-inone?
I almost have. The golf ball
went in and then came back out.
What are your hopes for this
season?
I really think we can win a
championship again. We mostly
have the same team as last year, so I
think it's possible.

ON THE BENCH
Commentary by: Chris Hoffrn.an

ifJ::' .~~~)~~~~.~............. .
NSU Athletics will honor five
former student- athletes, who were
selected by the NSU Hall of Fame
Committee, by inducting them into
the NSU Athletics Hall of Fame on
Oct. 23.
About 240 students, alumni, faculty, coaches and other NSU community members are expected to attend the
sold-out celebratory gala at the Arena at
the Don Taft University Center.
Director of Athletics Michael
Mominey sai~, "That this year's
honorees helped to establish the tradition of NSU Athletics and the high
level of athletic achievement that
continues today. They exemplified
the commitment, drive and character
that are necessary ~o succeed on the
field of play and in life. We welcome
the new class into the Hall of Fame."
This year's inductees were softball player Heidi Wickham, women's
soccer player Danielle DeGregorio,
men's soccer player Tom Gillette,
and men's baseball players Felipe
Suarez and Sean McFadden.
All the former athletes being
honored by thr NSU Hall of Fame
made significant contributions to the
NSU sports tradition. DeGregorio
was a primary contributor to a pair of
Florida Sun Conference Championships and won three All-Florida Sun
Conference First Team awards during the 1998-2001 seasons.
Gillette joined the men's soccer
team in the fall of 2001, where he
was a starter in 75 of the 76 games
during his collegiate career. As a
senior, he was recognized with the
NSU STUEY Award for Male Athlete of the Year. He also served as
undergraduate student body president from 2004 to 2005.
Wickham played softball dur-

The five inductees are honored at Hall of Fame Banquet.

ing the 1997 to 1999 seasons. She
was named Player of the Year in
1997 and led the NSU softball team
to three consecutive championships
- two as a player and one as coach.
McFadden is the most recent
NSU student of the honorees, having
graduated in 2006. He was one of the
most prolific hitters in the school's
baseball history, racking up an impressive array of statistics as a player. He ranked second in NSU program history in hits (266) and fourth
in at bats (722). He also ranked third
in doubles (44), total bases (357) and
total games played throughout his
NSU career(195). After earning AllSunshine State Conference Second
Team honors in 2005, McFadden improved to the first team. In 2006, as a
senior, McFadden was named to the
ABCAJRawlings All-South Region
First-Team.
The 2012 -inductees also include
a current member of NSU Athletics.
Baseball Pitching Coach Felipe Suarez
was a leading member of the baseball
team as a student from 1996 to 1998.
He eamed FSC Player of the Year accolades, along with a spot on the AllRegion team, and an NAIAAll-American Honorable Mention. Suarez's 10
complete games record ranks second
in the NSU team record books.
"I think it's great. Felipe de-

serves it," said baseball player William Ruldolph, an NSU junior.
Left-handed pitcher Patrick Kullck, who also thinks that his coach de~
serves to be in the Hall of Fame, said,
"He's a great guy and great coach."
For catcher Cody Stiles, an
NSU senior, Saurez's achievement is
long overdue. "I've known him for
eight years and he's the man. He's
been through it all here. He's a role
model for us and he represents the
program well."
Anthony Angulo, catcher and
NSU senior, thinks that players have
benefited from Saurez's experience
at NSU. "It's a blessing to have a
coach that played here and knows
all the in-and-outs, what it takes to
be a college player - a solid college
player. I feel like learning from him
is like learning from a mentor for us.
We follow his lead. He is the man
with the plan around here, and I feel
blessed to a coach like him."
Saurez is grateful to be officially recognized. "It's pretty exciting to
be honored in this manner by the university that gave me an opportunity,
and to be here for nine years and see
the growth. I never imagined being
inducted into any hall of frame and
with the special night coming up,
it's a great thing for the university to
highlight what we have done."

The
National
Football
League has been so consumed
with the referee lockout that it has
overshadowed the deaths of two of
the most influential people in NFL
history, Steve Sabol and Art Modell.
Although both Modell and Steve
Sabol were the engineers behind the
modern day television industry in
the NFL, neither of them have been
awarded the most prestigious award
in the league, being inducted into
the Hall of Fame. If it were up to
me, both of these individuals would
already have a bronze bust of their
face in Canton, Ohio, next to ' the
other greats of the NFL.
Art Modell was the owner of
two NFL organizations during his
career: the Cleveland Browns and
the Baltimore Ravens. Even though
Modell was highly criticized when
he moved the beloved Cleveland
Browns to Baltimore, he still played
a vital role in the growth of the
league. Modell died on Sept. 6, 2012,
of natural causes.
Modell
had
committed
43 years of his life to the NFL.
Between 1961, when he bought the
Browns, and 2004, when he sold
the Ravens, he was able to build
a legacy like no other. As the head
of the NFL Television Committee,
Modell created two of the biggest
televised events in the league's
history: Monday Night Football and
Thanksgiving Day games.

While Modell was making a
name for himself, so was Steve Sabol.
In 1962, Steve's father, Ed Sabol,
persuaded then NFL commissioner
Pete Rozelle to allow him to film the
NFL championship game between
the New York Giants and the Green
Bay Packers, even though he had
little experience. Although Steve
was merely a cameraman for his dad
at this point, it was the start that gave
him the chance to revolutionize the
that way fans watched football.
Three years after the filming of
the 1962 championship, the father
and 'son duo sold their company to
the NFL, with the agreement that
Ed and Steve would still run the
company. Steve was given the titles
of Co-Founder and Creative Director.
Steve immediately embraced the role
of creative director when he brought
in crucial innovations to NFL Films.
linnovations included more cameras
on the field, up close and personal
shots, using film instead of tape for
higher quality video, and the creation
of slow motion highlight reels.
Not long after the start of NFL
Films, Monday Night Football began
to use the company's highlight reels
during halftime. When ESPN was
created in 1979, it showed NFL
Films reels on a daily basis.
What exactly are the Hall of
Fame voters waiting for? Its not like
they were a big deal or anything.

The Current, we've got your
campus news.
That's the bottom line.
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,Midnight Madness is back

Midnight Madness returned to NSU on Oct. 14.

l!l:".~~~.~?~~.... ...... .
Midnight Madness was held at
NSU last week for the first time in
three years. Taking place at the Arena
at the Don Taft University Center,
the event kicked off the start of the
NCAA basketball season, allowing
for the teams to hold formal practices.
Traditionally, Midnight Madness is a way for both the players and
the rest of the student body to get excited for the upcoming season.
After a video montage of the
two teams, the emcee proceeded
to announce the rosters of both the
men's and women's teams. Names

Weclnesday 10.24

were called individually to give each
player a chance in the spotlight as
they jogged to half court.
Senior Meixandra Porter said,
"My favorite part was when we were
being introduced. With the lights out
and the fans in the stands, it felt like
a real game. It was electrifying."
After the introductions, the
teams took turns on the court to give
fans a preview of the upcoming season. Both of the teams held a threepoint shootout and ran a four minute
scrimmage game.
Sophomore guard Danielle
Robinson said, "It definitely helped

get me excited for the season. It was
great to see that we have so many
supporters in the stands, and hopefully they will be packed for the
games."
Not only was there the introduction of the teams, but there were also
ways for the fans to get involved.
There were opportunities for students
to come down the court and compete
in a variety of activities to win prizes. The activities included musical
chairs, a basketball skills challenge
and a trivia game. Each activity had
its own prize for the winner, including a Nike gear bag, a $500 gift card

~~/~
~:::::

NSU
at Florida Tech, 1 p.m.

The event began with the emcee announcing a moment of silence
to honor NSU student Rojeana Auriel Hall, who had died from cystic
fibrosis just a few hours before . .
There were also a few performances by student organizations, including NSU's cheerleaders, NSU's
dance team - the Sharkettes - and
the fraternities Phi Beta Sigma and
Kappa Alpha Psi, who performed
step routines.

Saturday 10.27

I

Women's VoUeybaD

'OVA SOUTHEASTER ,'
U :JVERSITI'

to the NSU Bookstore and tickets to
the Discover Orange Bowl.
Michael Villegas, freshman
sport and recreation management
major, said, "I thought it had some
great prizes and good activities for
the students to get involved."
Fans were waiting outside the
arena long before the event began.
Once the doors opened, 300 free tshirts provided by NSU Athletics
were handed out. Inside the arena,
there was free food, music, and giveaways - including team spirit noisemakers, frisbees and posters - to
keep the crowd entertained.

~

vs.

'OVA SOUTHEASTER
UI'IVERSITY
at Florida Tech. 4 p.m.

I
MEAJ/~

I
50CCfR

Men's Soccer

~~

NSU

vs.

NOVA SOUTIlEASTER
Ul'mlERSITY

at Florida Tech, 3:30 p.m.

Friday 10.26 ~

. vs ~
NSU .SAlNTtEO

NOVA~~~RN

I .

IYERS I T\

at Saint Leo University, Time TBA

Monday 10.29

Women'sV~

Mea's Golf

Lady Paladin Invitational

McDonough Cup

at Greenville, S.c., All day

Rio Pinar CC, Orlando, TIme TBA

Rowing season began with NSU sweeping
the championship events -the Varsity-8,
Varsity-4 and pair races- at the First Coast
Head Race in Jacksonville, FI.
Last week, the men's soccer team (6-6-1)
played a 1-1 draw against Barry University
but lost 2-1 to the University of Tampa.

The women's

volleyball team
dropped in
straight sets to
Saint Leo to fall
to 4-17.

z
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Best Hallovveen lllovies

By: Chris Hoffinan
Monsters, vampires, witches
and warlocks! That's right. It's that
time of year again. Time to break
out a costume and chow down on
some trick-or-treating candy while
you watch a Halloween movie. But
how do you choose the best one to
watch? If you're tired of watching
the guy with the ridiculously sharp
fingers, the guy chasing people
down in a hockey mask, or the story
of a doctor with two personalities,
then you may want to take a look at
the suggestions below. Whether you
want to bond with the kids or lose
sleep for a week, I have you covered.

where they discover three troublemaking ghosts and one friendly
ghost. This movie includes classic
Halloween figures, with spooky
ghosts and abandoned mansions,
but it's a light-hearted movie that is
appropriate for all ages and is also
a story about building a friendship.
(PG, 100 minutes)

A movie that bites: "You're gonna
need a bigger boat." "Jaws", 1975, is
one of the most horrifying movies of
all time. The Steven Spielberg movie
features a monstrous great white
shark that terrorizes the island of
Amity. This leaves a police chief, a
marine scientist and a local fisherman
as the only ones to try and stop this
Friendly fr ight: "Casper", 1995,
is a great movie to kick back and
beast. What makes "Jaws" so scary
enjoy with the family. C~per, / 'the . . is .!hat .it makes S pu w.iIl.~ :that yo!!.
friendly ghost" i!; the story · 01 a . could tie lunch if you even walk pi'lsi
paranormal expert and his daughter
a swimming pool. The iconic theme
who stay at an abandoned house,
song, composed by John Williams,

has become the universal song to
signal danger. Despite its PG rating,
this is not the best choice for younger
audiences. (PG, 124 minutes)
The ludicrous character:
"Beedejuice", 1988, directed by
Tim Burton, is not only one of his
best movie, but perhaps his most
well-known Halloween creations.
Michael Keaton plays Beetlejuice,
a so-called "bio-exorcist", who
is hired by a recently deceased
couple to scare the new owners out
of their old house. "Beetlejuice"
has a creepy yet comical feel. Just
remember to say it three times,
"Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice."
(PG, 92 minutes)
Holy w¥ er Il.ecesSary: _Even
ough "The Exorcist", 1973, i~
39 years old, it will still make you
check your closet for a new pair of

pants. This bloodcurdling movie
depicts a 12-year-old girl who 'has
been possessed by an evil spirit. Be
ready to try and run from the room
when the priest attempts to remove
the evil spirit from the girl, while
saying one of the most well known
phrases in scary movie history, "The
power of Christ compels you!"
(R, 122 minutes)
Blood suckers vs. full moon
lovers: So you want to watch a
movie that pits vampires against
werewolves? Put that Twilight DVD
to the side and pick up a copy of a
real vampire versus werewolves
movie. "Van Helsing", 2004, creates
its own action-packed version of
the storied fight between the two
creatures. The manstf'r hunt~l"; Van
Helsing is sent ~o-Transylvania to
stop the notorious vampire Count
Dracula. In this version of the tale,

Book RevieW":

not only are there intense fighting
scenes, but Dr. Frankenstein and his
monster playa major role. Watch the
movie to see how Van Helsing deals
with the powerful vampires. (PG-13,
131 minutes)
"What the ... 7":
"The
Silence Qf the Lambs", 1991, is
one of those movies that you just
can't place into one specific genre.
It's about a new FBI agent, played
by Jodie Foster, who has to ask a
manipulative serial killer, Hannibal
Lecter , played by Anthony Hopkins,
for help in finding the serial killer
in the FBI's investigation. Between
multiple serial killers, a cannibal
helping the cops, and a major crime
investigation, " this Oscar-winning
. _ mq0e, . i~ 0I.!e . to. never forget.
' (R, 118 milllltes)
.

Steven

!3x:J~~. ~~~~.'! ...... . ......... .
A sweeping exposition of Rome
- from the dawn of civilization to
the fall of the senate - is quite a difficult and complex feat, yet it is one
that Steven Saylor pulls off quite
well.
In "Roma", Saylor's first work
of pan-historic fiction on the history
of Rome, the evolution of a family
and a name is told through a dramatic
lens and a gargantuan cast of characters and personalities.
Much like Saylor's "Roma Sub
Rosa" series of detective fictions set
in Rome, which focus on Gordianus
the Finder and his various adventures
in the ancient city, "Roma" presents
a revolving door of conflicts and
events that mirror popular history.
Its embellished with various mature
themes that one can expect from a
concrete and accurate retelling of
Rome. Saylor's past writings, under the pen name Aaron Travis, are
not present in "Roma", unless one
knows where to look. Yet, their presence does not decrease the quality of
"Roma" at all.
The tale begins simply enough:
the tribes of pre-civilized Rome
gather around a communal trading post, worship "place-spirits"
and defend themselves with spears.

The grand empire that Rome is to
become is not evident in the early
chapters, which each deal with a
spec:ific stage in Rome's life. Over
the course of of a thousand years,
"Roma" follows these salt traders as they become centralized and
settled people, advancing through
the primordial time of Romulus and
Remus, and the era of Sulla, before
ending with the assassination of Julius Caesar - one of the most powerful scenes in the book.
. Saylor's writing style is smooth,
succinct, and to the point. Interweaving historical fact and historical fiction, Saylor presents a simple-yetcomplex history of a fictionial family
that lives throughout the ages. The
dialogue is life-like and never anachronistic, and the people of "Roma"
converse such as we would expect
Roman people to do.
"Roma" is not just a work of
fiction; it also serves as a history lesson. In due time, one comes upon
many important events in the shaping of the Roman Empire: the legend
of Cacus, the usurping of Tarquin
the Proud, the sack of Coriolanus
- made famous in Shakespeare's
"Coriolanus", and the sack of Rome
by the Gallic chieftan Brennus. The

cules and Hannibal Barca. "Roma" is
a history lesson in a fictional framework, but it is a history lesson that
works. As a story or as a lesson,
"Roma" is good reading.

tion that does not read like historical
fictional aspects of its characters and
fiction. Steven -Saylor's characters
its storylines, yet Saylor does an admirable job of tying this all together , are believable and can stand up on
their own, including even famous
in a satisfying way.
and infamous personalities like HerOverall, "Roma" is one of the
r r •.UAV

10.26

Women of Faith BBT Center,
Sunrise, 7 p.m.

Tuesday 10.23
Xavier Rudd Culture Room, Fort
Lauderdale, 7:30 p.m.

Sphongle Masquearade Revolution
Live, Fort Lauderdale, 7 p.m.

Wednesday 10.24
Pierce the veil Culture
Room, Fort Lauderdale, 7 p.m.

The Ladies that rock for
the Cure concert Hard Rock
Cafe, Hollywood, 7 p.m.

Black Rave feat. RVIDXR KVLN
Green Room, Fort Lauderdale, 10 p.m.

Thursday 10.25

.

New Orleans Hornets vs. Miami
HEAT American Airlin~s A~ena, Miami, l;l. p.m.
Meathook's Haunted ,Mini Golf '
Course Green Room, Fort Lauderdale, 10 p.m .
Gallery Night Visual Arts
•

. ' , . ' .

j

.'

Limelight, Miami Lakes, 7 p.m.

Saturday 10.27
Niki and The Dove Culture Room,
Fort Lauderdale, 8 p.m.

Shawn and Marlon Wayans Fort
Lauderdale Improv, Fort Lauderdale, 7 p.m.
and 9:45 p.m.

Sunday 10.28
Truck N Treat Family Fun Day Robert
H Bamford Sports Complex, Davie, 4 p.m.

Lynyrd Skynyrd Hard Rock

Streetlight Manifesto Culture

Live, Hollywood, 7:30 p.m.

Room, Fort Lauderdale, 7 p.m.

Revolution Live's 8th Anniversary Party

Sugar Sammy Miami Improv,

Revolution Live, Fort Lauderdale, 8 p.m.

Miami,8:30 p.m.

•
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Movie revie"W":

"Here CoInes the BOOIn"
"Here Comes the Boom" will
be booming at the box office. Between the comedy, fight scenes, and
Kevin James's ability to win over the
audience, it won't even feel like 105
minutes passed by.
This PG comedic family film
shows that anyone can make a difference and stand up for what they
believe in. Plus, even teachers can
have exciting hobbies, such as mixed
martial arts fighting.
The plot centers around Scott
Voss, played by the hilarious James,
who viewers may recognize from
"The King of Queens" and "Paul
Blart: Mall Cop." James also helped
write and produce the film. His character is a high school biology teacher
who cares more about landing a date
with Bella Flores, the school nurse
played by Salrna Hayek, than teaching his class.
After finding out that budget
cuts will force the school to terminate extracurricular programs, Voss

is determined to help music teacher
Marty Streb, played by Henry Winkler, keep his job. The only way to do
that is by raising thousands of dollars.
To make extra money for the
music program, Voss takes on a second job teaching night class. From
that, he meets Niko, a student played
by Bas Rutten - a real mixed martial artist. Rutten steals the spotlight
with his high energy and likeability.
When a big guy like Rutten trains
women for disco self-defense classes
and yoga, he brings .his personality
to the character. Although he seems
tough, he's really a softy.
Director Frank Coraci, who
previously worked on "Zookeeper"
and "The Waterboy", highlights just
how funny James is, especially in the
scenes where. his character is totally
clueless about the rules of mixed
martial arts. Voss becomes passionate about fighting, which motivates
him to feel that way again about
teaching. He is making a difference
for his students and gaining back his

lust for life.
Music is tied in throughout the
movie, especially the song used as
James walks into the fighting cage.
"Boom", by metal band P.O.D., is his
intro song that pumped him up.
The movie has a concept similar to "Warrior" minus the drama,
and the school dynamic of "School
of Rock." For those who enjoy Ultimate Fighting Championship, the
camera angles during the fight scenes
are realistic and true to the sport. It
captures the energy that the fights
give off, while building excitement
and anticipation. Every punch, kick,
or knockout emphasizes the intensity that Voss' character faces. There
are also cameos by Joe Rogan' and
Charice.
Grab the popcorn - extra butter, please - and see for yourself
why audiences of all ages are engaged in the story of "Here Come the
Boom". It's a feel-good movie that
requires nothing but an appreciation
for teaching and making the most out
of getting thrown in the ring.

Kevin James stars a teacher·turned·mixed·martial-arts-fighter in "Here Comes the Boom."

· Re·staurant,·,: Revie~: .',

BYX.~ur
When I first walked into Your
Big Picture Cafe, I was greeted by
a large display of herbs on my right
and a comfy-looking seating area on
my left. The color pallet of the entire
room reminded me of coffee. There
were chocolate-colored display
cases and cream-colored walls. The
walls had copper stencils of swirls
in every corner, appearing like tree
branches. The dark red plush, padded chairs further complemented the
cafe. The atmosphere is warm, inviting and what you would expect of a
coffee shop where people come to
enjoy a warm drink with friends.
Approaching the counter, a nice
young man - who recognized me.
from my last visit - took my order
with a smile. I ordered the "white
raspberry swirl" latte, with almond
milk. After I had settled into a chair,
the same employee brought me my
drink, accompanied by a small piece
of chocolate. As is the norm for inhouse customers, my latte came in a
ceramic mug, which was a nice surprise. The drink was prepared to the
perfect temperature: not hot enough
to burn my tongue, but hot enough to
give me a nice warm feeling when I
drank it.
At the first taste, the mild,
soothing sweetness of white chocolate glided over my taste buds. Next,
'the tangy raspberry flavor made its
surprising entrance, shortly followed
by: the ever-familiar sensation of
!

'.,

Big Picture Cafe

quality coffee.
This light, sweet coffee was different from the coffee I had tasted on
my previous visit: a peppermint mocha latte. After taking my first Sip of
that drink, a hint of peppermint was
followed by a rush of dark chocolate
and coffee flavor. It was so rich that
I wasn't quite sure if I was eating a
truffle or drinking coffee. Every taste
was just as enjoyable as the last, and
the flavor never diminished.
As you may have guessed,
this is not your average cup of Joe.
Your Big Picture Cafe uses organic
and fair-trade certified coffee. This
means that the coffee is grown under specific . standards and supports
farmer co-ops, along with sustainable trade.
Besides coffee, the cafe also
serves tea, multiple types of hot
chocolate, and gluten- free baked
goods from local bakeries.
My white raspberry swirl latte
cost $3.75 for a small, and $4.70
for a large. A small regular coffee is
$1.65. Every drink is under $5, and
most are under $3.
All in all, Your Big Picture
Cafe offers a comfortable, welcoming atmosphere with friendly service and high-quality drinks Monday through Saturday.
Your Big Picture Cafe is located
just sou.th of Griffin Road, ' east on
.University Drive. You can view the
full menu at yourbigpicturecafe.com

COURTESY OF K. DOWNEY

Your Big Picture Cate's while raspbeny swirl laUe
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hat a nobel ·s hame
'

By: Andre Jensen

....................

Aung San Sung Suu Kyi,
Nelson Mandela, The Dalai Lama,
Mother Teresa, Martin Luther King
Jr. and the European ' Union are
now known as Nobel Peace Prize
laureates.
Yes, you read that correctly.
Along with great histrocial figures
like Mother Teresa and Martin
King Jr., the EU is now considered a
leader in world peace.
This year, the Norwegian Nobel Committee once again shocked
the world in its selection of a winner for the 2012 Nobel Peace Prize
Award. the committee said that the
selection was made in recognization
of the EU "uniting the continent of
Europe in the commitment to the advancement of peace, reconciliation
and human rights."
How completely laughable is
that? If you have been following the
news out of Europe, you should be
on the floor dying of laughter.
The award going to the EU
is akin to the rise of the machines;
this is a machine selection which
chose a another machine. The
EU is a technocracy, governed by
machines, joined with the banking
establishment, to suck wealth from
all of the citizens of the EU and

"

COURTESY OF THECOMMENTATOR.COM

Protesters burn EU flag in outrage after the announcement of EU winning the Nobel Peace Prize winner.

send it to Brussels, the banksters, the
World Bank and the old boys who
run the Union and its member states.
The entire circumstances are farcical
and the award now besmirches those
who have worked their entire lives
for the advancement of peace.
The EU is a basket case of
economic and social turmoil. The

ZI GGV

continued decline of its economy,
drowning in mountains of debt and
spending, the deterioration of its
welfare state, and the social upheaval
and roiting that this has caused is
hardly a peaceful situation promiting
the unity of the continent.
Relations between EU members
are at its worst point since the

creation of the Union in 1993. Last
week, protesters dressed as Nazis
greeted German Chancellor Angela
Merkel on her visit to bankrupt
Greece.
The economies of · the EU's
member nations are stagnant. Spain,
France, Portugal and Ireland are on
the very edge of insolvency. Far

left and far right parties have made
gains during these turbulent times,
threatening the fragile balance of a
continent not use to racial diversity.
Moreover, this is not the first
time that the Norwegian Nobel Prize
Committee has overreached in its
selection. In the past, they have
been criticized for being partial to
dictators, human right abusers, and
politicians.
When the likes of Yasser Arafat
arid Anwar Sadat are peace laureates,
it diminishes the real work of those
who seek peace.
The Chinese dissident, who
speaks out agains his government,
rotting inside a Beijing prison; the
community leader trying to stop
gun violence in inner city Chicago;
or the nurse in Africa, who does
her best to care for the sick with
little medical supplies - these are
the people who work hard to bring
peace to our world.
The Nobel Peace Prize is now
part of the old boys club and a system
by which those with money, power
and connections seek to pat each
other on the back and pad their own
pockets with the wealth of others.
They d~serve their noble shame.
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Follow us on Twitter
@TheCurrentNSU
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i\-Thai Restaurant

-

-~ 4 Star Rated of Thailand's
Authentic Dishes
18 ~ears of dail~ fresh cooked food
HOURS: Monday - Friday
Lunch: 11 :30am-3:00pm Dinner: 5pm-1 O:OOpm
Saturday's Open for Dinner Only

IJ
6555 NOVA DRIVE, SUITE 302
DAVIE FLORIDA 33317

Ask for Mamason for take-out
or small party orders

FIND US
ON FACEBOOK

WWW. TH EYOGACO NNE CT ION. COM
954 577-5777

l;
~'

•c:- 954-792-6220 .
6~19.Stirii~~ Road, Davi~ ... :
On the corner of Sttrlmg Road and Dav,e Road.
;;- (south of NOVA _SE UNIVERSITY in Davie) .
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Online classes: .not
for the faint _of heart
-,

By: Andre Escobar

......................

If you are like me, then an online class, at first thought, seems like
an easier, more convenien~ option
that will save ·you time and effort,
compared to a traditional face-toface course. However, after taking
several online classes, I found that
online classes are more work, give
me additional anxiety, increase my
stress; and are really inconvenient.
In most traditional classroom
courses, you meet two or three times
a week and have a very knowledgeable professor to answer any
questions and comfort any uneasiness about exams and quizzes. The
professor will usually remind you
about upcoming due dates on assignments, tell you to check your email,
work with you if you are going to
be absent, and even give you study
guides. They are coaches motivating
you to do well.
Online professors, however,
are more like the uncle who thinks
the best way to teach you to swim is
to throw you in the deep end. They
expect you to look at your syllabus
at least a week before the first online
session. Otherwise, you -w.ill. already

be playing catch up .
Most online professors explain
things once and then will tell you
to refer to the syllabus thereafter. It
isn't rare for some syllabi to be over
60 pages long. Making sure that you
have completed all the requirements
of your assignment can make you
feel paranoid, since you can't easily
check in with the professor along the
way and get an immediate response.
If a question occurs to you after your virtual class session for
that week, your only option left is
to email the professor. Then, it can
take anywhere from one to three
days to hear a response. This can be
very inconvenient, especially if your
unanswered question does not allow
you to make progress on your assignment. You also don't have your
smart friend, who actually pays close
attention, sitting next to you to ask
for help. You're on your own.
I like to refer to online classes
as "big boy classes". In online classes, you are responsible for everything. The professor doesn't chase
you down to ask you why you didn't
turn something in. It's your responsibility to understand the _,,material ,_

COURTESY OF WEDINSIDER.COM

Don1 be fooled by the novelty of wearing pajamas to your online class session. Online classes require a lot of work.

i

and requirements, and to ask for help
in a timely manner.
Online classes prepare you for
the real world. Companies want employees who are self-motivated and
don't need their hand held as they
go through the pro_ce_ss. In the real

world, you're either a shark or shark
bait. Online classes will help you become a shark.
Online classes aren't for everyone. If you are well organized, pay attention to detail and are self-motivated, then an online class may provide

excellent preparation for life after college. But, if you like to procrastinate
and like asking the professor a bunch
of questions, avoid online classes at
any cost. They will bring down your
GPA and your confidence.

On.the Scene: Is NSU's Wi-Fi working or ·not working for you?
"Not working for me. The wireless
connection is very hard to get here
and the signal is always weak."

"It's never really available where I am.
It's slow and certain places on
campus don't have it at all." Amanda
Mazio, sophomore biology major

Alicia Harvey, junior
communications studies major

"It's gotten a lot slower and
harder to connect to." 'Corey

Hoffman, sophomore
biology major
/

"It needs to improve. It's unreliable
and slow and it's hard to connect to
the internet." Jean-Pierre Rou llier,
sophomore biology major

"The connection is different in
buildings and classrooms on
campus, so it's not working for
me." Ashley Boetang, jun1or
commun ications studies major

"It can work, but most of the
time it ends up sucking."
Jonathan Clergy, senior
communications studies major

~

Help Wantetj
All students should contact the Office of Student
Employment located on the first floor ofthe Horvitz
building to apply for these positions (954.262.3967) "' .....'· , -,
Job#002
Senior Student Assistant
Provide telephone technical support
to the NSU computing community.
Collect
and
record
specific
information regarding user requests
and problems. Dispatch problem
reports to appropriate personnel.
20-25 hrs/wk; $11/hr

type
correspondence,
generate
reports and other documents. Assist
with mailings and special projects.
Accurate data entry in Access and
Banner. Set up and maintain files.
Assist visitors to the department
efficiently and courteously. Perform
other tasks as assigned by supervisor.
20 hrs/wk; $9/hr (between 9am-lpm)

Job#~ 039
Desktop Computing Assistant
Assist full-time employees with the
daily installation and maintenance
and support of personal computer
hardware and software.
20hrs/wk; $10/hr

Job#: 423
Section Editor
Oversee
the
assignment
and
production of specific section in the
University student-run newspaper.
Job functions include but are not
limited to determining stories for
a specific section, editing all copy
for the section before submitting to
Managing Editor.
20-25 hrs/wk; $9/hr

Job#: 054
Lab Monitor
Assist
students
and
faculty
computer related problems in the
microcomputer lab.
25 hrs/wk; $8/hr
Job#: 086
Graduate Student Assistant
Assist coordinator with on-going
projects within the department.
15-20hrs/wk; $11/hr
Job#: 165
Lifeguard
Prevent accidents through the
enforcement of policies, rules,
regulation, and the conduct of
persons using the pool, saunas, and
spa. Additional duties: scrub pool
gutters, heavy vacuum and hosing
deck.
Available: 7 a.m. - 8 p.m.; $9/hr

t•

Job#: 224
Intramural Sports Official
Officiate intramural sports based
on rules and regulations as set forth
by Campus Recreation. Ensure that
teams/individuals follow rules and
regulations. Provide all intramural
participants with superior customer
service. Remain visible and on post
at all times.
Mon-Thurs, 5:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.;
occasional weekends; $8/hr
Job#: 353
Student Research Assistant
Assist faculty with various research
projects. Provide clerical and
research support to undergraduate
and graduate business programs.
Tasks include data collection,
analyzing data, data entry, filing,
phones. General office work, other
duties as assigned.
up to 20 hrs/wk; $10/hr
Job#: 360
Office Assistant
Filing, phones, copying, errands and
other duties as assigned.
20hrs/wk; $8.25/hr
Job#:397
Student Ambassador
Conduct campus tours to prospective
students and their families. Other
duties include data entry. Answer
incoming phone calls. Participate in
special events and telecounseling.
20 hrs/wk; $8.25/hr
Job#: 412
Admin. Student Assistant
Answer telephones, take accurate
messages, route calls, respond
courteously and professionally to
routine inquiries. Compose and

Job#: 500
Phonathon Worker
Call alumni from all over the
country to update their information.
Let our alumni know about new
developments at NSU and ask for
support of NSU through our annual
giving program.
10-15 hrs/wk; $8.50/hr
Job#: 566
Admin. Student Assistant (Miami/
Kendall)
Have contact with students and
respond to their needs either in
person or by phone. Handle special
requests from director and assistant
directors in regards to recruiting
projects.
20-25 /hrs/wk; $10/hr
Job#: 568
Admin. Student Assistant (West
Palm Beach)
Provide
administrative
support
and services to the SEC recruiting
staff, meeting enrollment goals and
objectives. Assist in providing office
coverage to front desk. Provide
customer service to all callers and
visitors in a professional manner.
20-25 hrs/wk; $10/hr
Job#: 573
Stdent Assistant
Form letters, answer telephone calls,
take messages, make photocopies.
Assist with clerical work in office.
$8.5/hr
Job#: 679
Senior Student Assistant
Provide clerical support and
administrative assistance to
various administrators.
20 hrs/wk/; $9/hr

the

Job#: 719
Graduate Assistant
Process application waivers. Assist
with FL Prepaid: invoicing and
payment posting preparation; set
up aging reports; analyze accounts
to see if late fee and hold should
be applied. Analyze account for
NSU Payment Plans. Assist the AIR
manager and specialist as needed.
Other duties as assigned.
10-15 hrs/wk; $11/hr
Job#: 778
Student Assistant
Receive and deliver items to various
departments on- and off-campus.
20 hrs/wk/; $9/hr

Job#: 779
Operations Assistant/Facilities
Answer telephones, manage the
operation of the front service desk,
answer questions, enforce facility
and program policies, conduct face
checks, and distribute information
and
directions.
Maintain the
cleanliness of the facility and the
upkeep of the facility program space.
$7.50/hr
Job#: 783
Personal Trainer
Provide members with a quality,
safe, and effective workout. Maintain
written documentation of each client.
20/hrs/wk; $18/hr - starting and
depending on experience.
Job#: 910
Student Assistant - East Campus,
Ft. Lauderdale
Operate telephone switchboard to
route, receive, and place calls to
all campus locations. Disseminate
information to callers on NSU
programs of study, events and special
advertisements. Place and track long
distance calls for internal NSU
customers. Other duties as assigned.
On occasional basis, attend divisional
and NSU sponsored meetings and
instructional workshops. Supervisor
will provide more detailed job
description.
20/hrs/wk; $11/hr
Job#: HPD 089
Administrative Student Assistant
Manage classroom of approximately
100 students. Duties include:
maintarnmg classroom policies
and protocol, taking attendance,
distributing handouts, proctoring
exams, assisting with trouble
shooting broadcast problems, and
other related duties as required
12 hrs/wk; $10/hr
Job#: 098
Student Assistant
Provide
administrative
support
for Residential Life & Housing.
Assist in the general operation and
communication of office procedures
and functions. Duties include but
not limited to: inputting information
on work orders, incident reports,
locksmith request, etc. Filing and
copying of confidential documents.
Maintaining and organizing kitchen
and storage rooms, and other
common areas. Correspond with
other NSU departments as required
to assist residents or staff members.
Other duties as assigned.
20 hrs/week; $7.67/hr
Job#: 103
Student Assistant
Provide clerical assistance. This
includes filing, phones, etc
20 hrs/week; $10/hr
Job#: 307
Orientation Assistant
Plan, organize and implement
orientation events for students,
parents. Conduct group meetings
with students and parents. Prepare
orientation materials such as binders
and flyers. Transport orientation
materials to sites as needed. Work
with Student Affairs to coordinate
events and activities. Other duties as
assigned.
15 hrs/week; $8.25/hr

15-20 hrs/week; $8/hr

Job#: 154
Graduate Student Assistant
Analyze accounts for reconciliation
and placement with third parties.
Assist with filing, mailing letters
and mail merge projects in all areas
of the department (Perkins student
loans and tuition accounts). Maintain
and prepare documents for imaging.
Assist management and staff in other
duties as necessary.
20 hrs/week; $11/hr
Job#: 374
Field Operations Assistant
Assist the Operations Coordinator
by ensuring fields and facilities are
prepared for home games and events.
Act as a troubleshooter at events by
providing supervision. Also assist
with game management
20 hrs/week; $8/hr
Job#: 502
Network Specialist
Assists in the installation of
networking equipment. Assists in
trouble-shooting network outages.
Gather and compile information for
special projects.
20 hrs/week; $11/hr
Job#: 561
Student Assistant
Assist the team with marketing,
event planning, and research.
Support the administrative needs of
the office. Work with students and
employers aiding the employment
database process.
20 hrs/week; $8/hr
Job#: 615
Service Representative
Provide telephone support for the
marketing department.
20 hrs/week; $10/hr
Job#: 711
Student Scholarship Assistant
Update and maintain database,
review, edit and write scholarship
questions, assist in mailings both
electronic and paper, assist in
preparing presentations, provide
support in developing and delivering
online scholarships.
20 hrs/week; $9-12/hr
Job#: 715
Student Assistant
Assist department by reviewing
records for accuracy. Modify
spreadsheets. Research and update
record
information .. · Retrieve,
print and prepare documents for
processing. Photocopying, sorting,
filing, mailing, and other duties as
assigned.
14 hrs/week; $8.50/hr
Job#: 726
Office Assistant
Office duties to include typing,
supply ordering, photocopying,
taking messages, filing, etc. Assist
with cash management of sales.
Act as a resource person, directing
patrons, etc. Schedule and fulfill
requests for conference rooms
and events. Create bulletin board
displays. Provide coverage for Flight
Deck when needed. May be required
to assist with inventory maintenance
of stock and equipment. Other duties
as assigned by Student Union senior
staff.

Job#: HPD 146
Student Assistant
Data entry in Access database. Be
able to reconcile multiple Excel
reports and software program
reports, update spreadsheets. Be
able to manage large quantities of
confidential documents. Check in
orders and ensure accuracy then
distribute to correct department.
20 hrs/week; $8.50/hr
Job #: HPD 158
Student Assistant/Office Assistant
Typing correspondence, collecting
and distributing mail, photocopying,
answering phone, meeting and
greeting student and visitors.
20 hrs/week; $8/hr
Job#: HPD 130
Check for accuracy of data;
review charts and prepare billable
procedures. Collect necessary data
for reports. Create files. Make phone
calls to patients and doctors. Update
appointments and support peers.
20 hrs/week; $10/hr
Job #: HPD 201
Student Assistant
Take messages, copying, faxing, scan
documents, filing, data entry. Create
patient files, type letters. Create
spreadsheets and scan documents.
Assist department supervisor in day
to day activities. Other duties as
assigned.
20 hrs/week; $8.50/hr
Job #: HPD 213
Student Assistant
Type correspondence, data entry,
scanning, faxing, filing, mailing
and data entry in the system. Assist
other staff members. Create letters,
arrange documents for meetings.
20 hrs/week; $8.50/hr
Job #: HPD 214
Graudate Assitant / Biostatistics
Teaching Assistant
Assist students in the computer
laboratory to learn how to use
statistical software packages: JMPSAS, SAS, Epilnfo, Excel, G-Power.
20 hrs/week; $11/hr
Job#: HPD 218
Student Assistant/Receptimtlst
Assist department with the following
duties: copying, filing, phone calls,
electronic communication, word
processing, interoffice/inter-campus
deliveries.
25 hrs/week; $8.50/hr
Job #: HPD 653
Administrative Student Assistant
Interact with faculty and staff as
needed, filing, duplication mailing,
Internet searches, etc. Work with MS
Word, Excel, etc. Maintain office
supplies, phone coverage. Other
duties as assigned.
10 hrs/week, $8.50/hr
Job#: 796
Student Assistant/Event Services
Jobs include Guest Services, Ticket
Takers, Ushers, Ticket Sellers and
other various event services and box
office jobs.
5-20hrs/week; $8/hr

